Ledgestone

FREESTANDING WALLS

Straight Block
1265 pounds
(575 kilograms)

When you’re designing a project, the big stuff takes up
most of your attention. But that doesn’t mean smaller

Corner Block
1370 pounds
(620 kilograms)

components like barrier walls, landscape walls, and seat
walls need to take a backseat!

redi-rock.com

Redi-Rock® is here to give your project a cohesive solution. With texture on two or three sides, these massive
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FREESTANDING
WALLS

18”

(457 mm)

46” (1170 mm)

18”

24” (610 cm)

(457 mm)

freestanding blocks allow you to build engineered walls
for barriers, landscaping, and more. Freestanding walls
coordinate perfectly with Redi-Rock retaining walls and
accessories, and multiple color and texture options are
available to make your project a success.

24” (610 mm)

46” (1170 mm)

5.75 square feet of face (0.5 square meters)

Cobblestone

FREESTANDING WALLS PROVIDE:

YOUR COMPLETE WALL SOLUTION!

EASY INSTALLATION

The versatility of the Redi-Rock freestanding system
allows it to be used in a multitude of applications.
Freestanding walls can be used for:

Redi-Rock freestanding walls install with the same ease
you find with Redi-Rock retaining walls—just use an
excavator to stack the blocks on top of each other, like
Lego blocks for giants!

LANDSCAPE WALLS

SIGNS

SEAT WALLS

PRIVACY WALLS

GARDEN/PLANTER WALLS

FORCE PROTECTION

STAIRCASE WALLS

AMPHITHEATER SEATING

CUSTOM OPTIONS

Whether you choose a textured top block, a finishing cap
block, or a garden block with a trough for planting flowers,
Redi-Rock offers solutions for a coordinated, finished look.

Limestone

NATURAL BEAUTY

Freestanding blocks are available in multiple textures,
using molds made from actual stone:

Versatile Walls

With Redi-Rock freestanding blocks, it’s easy to
design above-grade walls with corners or curves.
These blocks can be used in conjunction with
Redi-Rock retaining walls, columns, steps, or
caps to create a custom solution for your project.

Ledgestone

Cobblestone

Limestone

Contact your local manufacturer for texture and color options!

Visit redi-rock.com today to get a quote!

... and so much more!

